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Abstract 
This study is designed to explore the salient linguistic features of the political speeches of the ousted Arab 
presidents during the Arab Spring Revolution.  The sample of the study is composed of seven political speeches 
delivered by the ousted Arab presidents during the period from December 2010 to December 2012. Three 
speeches were delivered by the Tunisian president, Zain Al-Abedeen Bin Ali; three speeches by the Egyptian 
president, Hosni Mubarak; and one speech by the Libyan president, Muammer Al-Gaddafi. The selected 
speeches are taken from the Internet.  To achieve the main goal of this study, the analysis of the obtained data is 
conducted using the Halliday and Hasan's (1976) framework of cohesion. The results of this study revealed that 
the political speeches which were delivered during the Arab Spring Revolution have their distinctive features 
which are different from those features of the usual speeches of these presidents during the normal circumstances.  
Most of the lexical features such as repetition, synonymy, and hyponymy are widely used in the speeches of the 
ousted presidents to achieve different political ideologies and strategies such as the ideology of threatening the 
civilian protesters. 
Keywords: Discourse Analysis, Political Speeches, Arab Spring Revolution.  
 
1. Introduction   
This study investigates the political speeches of the ousted Arab presidents as a result of the uprisings during the 
Arab spring revolution.  Many researchers have investigated political speeches from different perspectives and 
during crucial points of time, but this study investigates the political speeches of those presidents during the most 
critical and discriminating period of modern time.  Troike (1982) points out that the appropriate language choice 
may depend on the topic, participants (age, sex, and status), setting, and the social distance between participants.   

The analysis of discourse is the analysis of language in use. Language is used to perform many 
communicative functions.  According to Bennett (1976), communication is a matter of a speaker seeking either 
to inform a hearer of something or to enjoin some action upon him. Language serves two major functions; 
transactional function and interactional function.  Transactional function means the use of language to transmit 
factual or propositional information. This function has enabled human beings to develop different cultures, laws, 
literatures, etc. Interactional language is used to establish and maintain social relationships and common grounds.   

Discourse is defined by Seidel (1985:44) as “a terrain, a dynamic linguistic and, above all, semantic 
space in which social meanings are produced or challenged".  Spoken discourse is regarded as a form of text, 
since an analysis of discourse, most of the time, is an analysis of fragment pieces of information.  Dressler (1981: 
7) regarded discourse as one genre of text that forms a fairly complete unit and is usually restricted to successive 
utterances of a single speaker trying to convey a message.  He defines text as the communicative occurrence that 
meets seven standards of textuality which are cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, 
situationality, and intertexuality.  Spoken Discourse, including political discourse, is usually delivered by an 
affective speaker. Affective speakers have the advantage of voice quality affects as well as facial expressions and 
postural or gestural system.   

Spoken discourse is more demanding on the speakers, since it is spontaneous, speakers should process, 
control the outcomes, monitor what they have just said, and plan their next utterances.  In addition, Speakers 
need to observe their interlocutors, modify their speech in an acceptable way and monitor listener's reaction 
minute by minute.  Brown and Yule (1983:17) provide the following features that characterize spoken discourse. 
1. The syntax of spoken language is less structured than that of written language; it sometimes contains 

incomplete sentences or phrases and little subordination.                                                  
2. There is a little use of pre-modified adjectives.  
3. It is quite common to find what is called topic-comment structure. 
4. There is a little use of passive construction. 
5. The speaker may rely on the immediate environment. 
6. The speaker may replace or refine expressions. 
7. The speaker uses a good deal of generalized vocabularies such as: a lot of, do, stuff, things, and like. 
8. The speaker repeats the same syntactic structure several times. 
9. The speaker may produce a large number of prefabricated fillers such as: I think, you know, I'm sure, and of 

course. 
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10. Spoken language may contain features such as hesitation, slips, and repetitions. 
Political language has an abstract conceptual term that is concerned with the most moral rather than 

philosopher senses, thus political language carries information in order to communicate with the recipient, and it 
deals with people's affairs and issues whether they are simple or complex such as war and peace issues.  
Moreover, political language has a number of functions which are reflected in the speech itself.  Political 
language disguises, transforms and deepens a particular phenomenon, and it is mainly used to convince receivers 
with the speaker's point of view by using techniques such as explanation and analysis.  Seidel (1985) points out 
that a political speech may constitute a genre, a domain, or a field.  Moreover, it is an incredible achievement at a 
particular time and at a particular place, and it has three major elements; the addressor (the speaker who 
produces the speech), the addressee (the hearer who is the recipient of the speech), and the political speech itself. 

Arab spring revolution can be described as a series of demonstrations, protests and uprisings that 
occurred in some countries in the Arab world.  These uprisings occurred firstly in Tunisia on Friday, 17th 
December 2010 when a twenty six-year old, Mohammad Bo Azizi, who was fruits and vegetables seller in Sidi 
Bozaid town, sets himself on fire in front of the government buildings as a result of series of factors and 
motivations including: dictatorship and absolute monarchy, unemployment and extreme poverty, political and 
economic corruption, and human rights violation.  Mohammad Bo Azizi's self–immolation led to civil 
disobedience in Sidi Bozaid, then this incident led to a huge mobilization of the whole population in Tunisia 
against the Tunisian political system.  Tunisian revolution has generated a new regime when the president Zain 
El-Abedeen Bin Ali fled the country and that marked the end of his regime which lasted for over twenty four 
years. 

As a usual practice in most of the Arab countries, the president usually delivers a speech during any 
slightest crisis in his country to address the nation in order to ensure the people that nothing is serious taking 
place.  However, the speeches of the ousted presidents during the Arab Spring Revolution followed different 
style. 

Political discourse in this study is analyzed from a linguistic point of view, and it is an exercise on the 
linguistic features of language, and on how language is used to arrive at the intended goal of the speaker.  The 
study of language provides too much to the domain of politics because political speeches are the adequate arena 
for the study of language. 

  
2. Statement of the problem 
This study investigates the political speeches of the ousted Arab presidents during the Arab Spring revolution.  
This study is the first of its kind, since it is an attempt to investigate the linguistic features of the ousted Arab 
presidents' speeches during the Arab spring revolution.  Many political speeches have been investigated by 
various researchers from different perspectives.  Most of those studies have focused on Jamal Abed Al-Nassir's 
(a well-known Egyptian president) speeches during the years between 1960-1970 mainly before the 1967 war, 
while others have focused on Saddam Hussein's speeches between the years 1980-2003.  Abed Al- Nassir and 
Hussein's speeches occurred in normal circumstances when the Arab leaders have had an absolute power and 
when the people were good listeners.  Moreover, Abed Al-Nassir and Hussein's speeches focused on the external 
enemy.  However, this study investigates the speeches of the three ousted Arab presidents during only one year 
of political turmoil.  During this period a new perception of usual concepts are created such as people, language, 
and authority.  This study tries to explore the features of the language used by these presidents during the period 
of people's uprising against their governments. 

 
3. Research Objectives  
This Study has the following objectives: 
1. This research investigates the language used in the speeches of the ousted Arab presidents during the Arab 

Spring Revolution and the major characteristics of words, structure, and grammar.   
2. This study will concern with the distinctive linguistic features of such speeches as well as the context 

(conditions and circumstances) that led the presidents to provide such speeches. 
 
4. Research Questions 
1. What is the language used in the speeches of the ousted Arab Presidents during the Arab Spring Revolution 
and what are the major characteristics of words, structure, and grammar?. 
2. What are the distinctive linguistic features of such speeches as well as the context that led the presidents to 
provide such speeches?. 
 
5. Review of related literature  
Pu (2007) provides a pragmatic interpretation of President George W. Bush's speech that was delivered at 
Tsinghua University in 2002.  Pu highlights the two main themes in the speech: the construction of Americanism 
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and the indirect critique of Chinese current societal situation with direct instruction of what should be changed.  
In the first theme, the construction of Americanism, Pu claims that Bush uses powerful rhetorical devices to 
draw a clear and idealized picture of Americanism and of the American values.  Pu noticed that Bush uses 
parallel structure in two forms: a persuasive strategy to convince the audience that all bad images of Americans 
delivered by the mass media are not true, and a constructive strategy to preach American values of equality and 
liberty.  In the second theme, President Bush indirectly criticizes the Chinese political and social system in terms 
of faith, liberty, and justice.  In this respect, Pu suggests that Bush's speech implies two major criticisms: firstly, 
Bush criticizes the way the Chinese government deals with the dissidents.  Secondly, he criticizes the religious 
and worship liberty in china.   

Duran (2008) conducted a contrastive study of the acceptance speeches, speeches which are written to 
provide expressions of gratitude, gratefulness, and honor for some form of award, delivered by President George 
W. Bush and Senator John Kerry to the Republic and Democratic National Conventions before the 2004 
Presidential Election in the United States of America.  Duran classifies his contrastive work into three parts: the 
introductions of both speeches, one segment designed in terms of counter-addressee, and quantitative analysis of 
the participants and processes.  Duran points out that the former President and the Republican nominee, George 
W. Bush, introduces his speech by giving a short summary of the events that took place in the past four years in 
the form of positive experiences.  Moreover, Bush designs his political discourse in terms of his counter-
addressee, the democratic candidate, and he portrays himself as the candidate of actions that concerns the United 
States of America, the Middle East, and the whole World.  On the other hand, Duran points out that the Senator 
and the democratic candidate, John Kerry, introduces his speech by telling anecdote of what American novelist 
wrote about home, addresses his opponents by presenting the negative aspects in the last four years when Bush 
was president, and considers himself the interpreter of the current situation based on his ethical values.   

Dlugan (2009) investigates Martin Luther King's speech "I have a dream", who was the most popular 
leader of non-violent movement that strived for racial equality in the United States of America.  Dlugan suggests 
four reasons which make king's speech “I have a dream” one of the most memorable speeches of all time: the 
first reason is the connection between Martin Luther king's speech and its historical context, the African-
American civil right movement in the 1950s and 60s.  According to Dlugan, this connection clearly appears 
through the techniques of repetition used in king's speech such as using anaphora and repeating the key theme 
words.  The second reason is how Martin Luther King was able to evoke the historic and the literary references 
explicitly by using direct quotation or implicitly by using the technique of allusion in order to demonstrate the 
credibility and morality of the argument.  The third reason is how King enriches his speech with specific 
geographic examples to support his arguments and to dramatize actions in the mind of the audience which is 
suitable to the place and the time. The last reason is the use of metaphor which associates the concepts of “I have 
a dream” speech with images and emotions of the audience.  Moreover, Dlugan claims that King employs a 
constructing metaphor to draw a distinction between freedom and slavery which are symbolized by day and 
night, island and ocean, and summer and autumn.   

Bird (2011) investigates the rhetorical style in President Clinton's speeches which were delivered 
during harsh moments of domestic tragedy.  Bird claims that most rhetoricians have used generic criticism to 
analyze Clinton's mastery of apology, but they have ignored his mastery of rhetoric outside the scandal as a great 
American communicator and user of the language.  Bird provides two tragic events: the Bombing of Federal 
building in Oklahoma City in 1995 and the Columbine High School Shooting in 1999 that prepared the stage for 
the leader of the nation, President Clinton, to deliver two domestic crisis speeches in which he defines the 
incidents and tries to comfort those who lost their loved ones.  According to Bird, President Clinton balances 
between the two sub-genres of rhetoric: domestic crisis rhetoric and national eulogy rhetoric.  Bird claims that 
Clinton's rhetoric reflects three functions: define reality, display eloquence, and shape community.  Based on 
Bird's analysis, defining and constructing reality is the fundamental function of Clinton's rhetoric.  In this respect, 
Bird states (2011:48) that: 

" Defining and constructing reality is a fundamental function of epideictic rhetoric; when an upsetting 
or confusion event has occurred, audiences will often turn to Public figures for a definition and construction of a 
reality that will help make sense of what has happened. Creating a common definition and understanding of the 
event enables a rhetor to use the tragedy for a future agenda or to restore the nation after destruction. The 
rhetorical tactics Clinton uses to generate a communal definition of the event is to hail a national audience and 
then define the event by what it means for the entire nation". 

Bird also points out that the second function of Clinton's rhetoric is to display presidential eloquence 
by delivering a speech which will be memorable by his audience, and this can be achieved through the use of 
two rhetorical tactics: the use of religious connotation, the use of repetition and the use of metaphorical style.  
Consequently, Bird discusses the five rhetorical tactics utilized by President Clinton's speeches to gather people 
of the nation in moments of tragedy and they are: portraying those who were killed or injured in the terrorist 
attacks as victims of the target attacks, creating a common enemy, sharing past tragic events in America, giving 
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advice on how to rebuild America, and using the narrative style.   
Ayeomoni (2012) investigates the Nigerian military coup speeches of the three military political rulers; 

General Thomas Aguiyi Ironsi, General Yakubu Gowon, and General Murtala Muhammad.  Ayeomoni focuses 
on two main topics in his study: lexical devices which are used to extract and classify the lexical items used in 
the coup speeches.  Ayeomoni divided these lexical devices into five classes: repetition, synonymy, antonym, 
hyponymy, and collocation.  The second topic of the study is the contextual functions of these lexical devices in 
order to discover the relationship between lexemes and political ideologies in the military coup political 
discourse.  In the second topic, which is concerned with how lexical devices are employed in the coup speeches, 
Ayeomoni suggests that the two lexical devices: repetition and synonym are the most frequently used in the coup 
speeches of the three military leaders.  Ayeomoni claims that programs and rules in the military administration 
are rooted in coercion and forcefulness, and this can be achieved by using instruments of emphasis and 
reiteration.  He also suggests that hyponymy is rarely used in coup speeches because hyponymy deals with 
specific, while political leaders' speeches concentrate on general selected issues.   Equally, leaders of military 
governments do not admire the use of the device of antonyms, since it may lead to confusion and inhibition of 
information.  However, they apply the milito-political collocation such as “Interim military government”.   
Based on these findings, Ayeomoni states that the language used in the coup speeches, especially the lexical 
items, carries the same power and strength of weapons which are used in the coup processes or in the revolution.   

 
6. Methods and Procedures 
6.1 Population and Sample of the study 
The population of the study consists of all the political speeches of ousted Arab presidents which were delivered 
during the Arab Spring Revolutions.  The sample of this study is composed of seven speeches which were 
delivered by the ousted Arab presidents during the period from December 2010 to December 2011.  Three 
speeches were delivered by the Tunisian president, Zain El Abedeen Ben Ali.  The first speech was delivered on 
the 28th of December 2010, the second was on the 10th of January 2011, and the third was on the 13th of January 
2011.  The Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, also delivered three speeches during the Egyptian Revolution 
which began on the 25th of January and has continued for 18 days.  The late Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, 
delivered his first speech on the 28th of January 2011, the second on the first of February 2011, and the third one 
on the 10th of February 2011.  The last speech was delivered by the Libyan president, Muammer Al-Gaddafi, on 
the 22nd of February 2011.  The other political speeches of the Libyan president, Muammer Al-Gaddafi, and the 
Yemeni president, Ali Abdullah Saleh during the Arab Spring Revolution were excluded because they are 
unavailable through the media.  The selected speeches were downloaded from the Internet and they vary in their 
length and in the number of sentences.  Some speeches were about fifteen minutes long such as Mubarak and 
Zain Al-abedeen's speeches, whereas other speeches such as Al-Gaddafi's were more than one hour long.  The 
speeches of ousted Arab president were selected, since most of them probably do not follow the usual type of 
speech during the time of peace, and thus they uncover a distinguished form of language used during the Arab 
Spring Revolution that covers the protests, riots, strikes, demonstration, and marches against the social, 
economic, and political corruption in the Arab World. 
 
6.2 Procedures  
The procedures of analyzing the collected data are as follows: first, all the selected speeches of the ousted Arab 
presidents were collected and downloaded from the internet.  Second, the collected data was transcribed from its 
oral mode into written form.  Third, the Arabic texts were transliterated using English language symbols.  Finally, 
all the collected speeches were analyzed in light of the theories and models mentioned above.   

 
7. Findings and discussions 
7.1 Introduction  
The present chapter provides a systematic investigation of the salient linguistic features of the political speeches 
of the ousted Arab presidents during the Arab Spring Revolution.  The adopted framework, Halliday and Hasan's 
(1976) framework of cohesion, will enable us to explore the linguistic features that create a distinguished form of 
political discourse during the Arab Spring Revolution and to answer the study questions. 

 
7.2 Lexical cohesion 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) use the term lexical cohesion to refer to the various types of semantic relationships 
created by a writer's choice of lexical items and grammatical structure to produce the sense of a text.  They 
define lexical cohesion as a network of semantic relationships that link together sentences or paragraphs, units of 
discourse that are structurally independent of each other.  In this respect, Halliday and Hasan (1976:288) point 
out that: "In lexical cohesion…EVERY lexical item MAY enter into a cohesive relation, but by itself, it carries 
no indication whether it is functioning cohesively or not" (emphasis in the original).  According to their 
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framework of cohesion, lexical cohesion can be divided into two categories: reiteration involving repetition, 
synonymy, and hyponymy.  The second category of lexical cohesion is collocation. 

 
7.3 Repetition 
Al-Jubouri (1984) who investigates the function of repetition in Arabic argumentative discourse observes that 
repetition in Arabic may fall under any one of the three levels: "the morphological level, the word level, and the 
junk level" (page:100).  Regarding repetition at the morphological level, he claims that repetitive forms are either 
formed on the same morphological patterns, or on the same morphological root which create two different types 
of morphological repetition: pattern repetition and root repetition.   Johnstone (1991) claims that verbal and 
nominal roots in Arabic language are ordered sets of three consonants (f-ʕ-l), and each root has a general 
meaning that dominate the meaning of all forms in which it is realized.  She states that morphological repetition 
of roots, in general, is created by the multiple use of the same root within a single clause.  The following is an 
example. 

 
Example No. (1): 

wa ʔaqūlu min jadīdin ʔannī lan ʔatahāwan fī ʔay qarārātin taћfaZu likulli miSrī wa 
miSriyya Ɂmnahum wa   ʔamānahum wa sawfa ʔudāfiʕu ʕan miSr wa ʔistiqrārahā wa 
ʔamān ʃaʕbahā fatilka hiya almasʔūliyya wa ʔalʔamānah allatī ʔqsamtu yamīnan 
ʔamāma allāh wa alwaTan bilmuћāfaZti ʕalayhā. (Hosni Mubarak: 28/1/2011)   

 UVWXYZ ي وWXYZ ]X^_ `abc اراتWg أي ij ونlmcأ n_  ioأ pVpq nZ لsgأ=>@?:9و  أ=>;:9و أ  nXt uXjف أداsXx و
�lX��}V �}XX أlXXZم هللا و ا_sXXطl~ n_{UXX|jlb  أ=>>@نWXYZ  و اXXx}Wzارھl و gأ iXX{_ا UXolZو ا� U�_و�XX���XX�{j lm��X ھiXX ا_{

��l�Z iرك: �)  .lm��t28 /1/2011(  
Translation: 

I say once again that I will not be lenient in taking any decision that safeguards to every 
Egyptians (man and woman) their security and safety, and I will defend Egypt and its 
stability and the safety of its people.  This is the responsibility and honesty that I swear 
in front of God and the nation to keep and maintain.  

 
In the above extract, root repetition is created by the re-occurrence of the tri-lateral root (Ɂ m n), which 

means safety, three times in the nouns: 'Ɂmnahum, Ɂamānahum, and ʔamān'.   Based on Arabic rules of 
nominalization, Shamaileh (2011) suggests that root repetition can be realized through the use of the verb with a 
corresponding noun of place.  The following extract is an example on root repetition. 
Example No. (2): 

ʔatamassaku biðāti alqadir bilћifāZi ʕalā ʔamni miSr wa ʔistiqrārahā wa biʕadami 
alʔinjirāfi bihā wa biʃaʕabihā limunzalaqātin xaTīratin tuhaddid anniZām alʕām wa 
assalām alʔijtimāʕīy…wa ʕalaynā ʔan nuћaðira bimā yuћīTu min ʔamθilatin ʕadīdatin 
ʔinzalaqat biʃʃuʔūbi ʔilā alfawđā wa alʔintikās.  (Hosni Mubarak: 25/12/2011)     

�� ~�ات ا_pzر ~lab_lظ ��t أWYZ nZ و}cأ  lm���~ و lm~ افW�oم ا�p�~ و lارھWz{xتا@FGH;IG  دpmc ةW���
~s��_lب إ_� ا_sa � و  ا?JFGHا_�|lم ا_�lم و ا_��م ا�itl}{q...و l���t أن lboذر ~{nZ ��bV l أpVpt U��Zة 

)1/2011/ 28ا�l^{oس.  ( ���l�Z iرك:   
 
Translation: 

I am committed to maintain the security and the stability of Egypt and not to jeopardize  
the nation and its people to dangerous slope which may threaten the public security and 
social stability… we must be alert of the several examples around us which slipped the 
people into chaos and retrogradation.  

In the above extract, root repetition is achieved via the occurrence of the noun of place 'munzalāq', which 
is characterized in Arabic by a prefix ma (m) in the same clause with the verb 'inzalaqat' from which it is 
derived.  Since no vowels are associated with a root in its abstract form, roots are unpronounceable; a root can be 
pronounced by attaching it to one of the morphological patterns.  Morphological patterns consist of one or more 
vowels pronounced between, before, or after the root consonants.  Some patterns require the gemination, i.e. a 
morphological process in Arabic language which involves stretching a sound rather than articulating it twice, or 
the addition of other consonant.   Dickins (2002) describes pattern repetition as repeating the same metrical foot. 
The following is an example: 
Example No. (3): 

ʔaSdartu taʕlīmātī bisurʕati alʔintihāʔi min attaћaqīqāti ћawla ʔaћdāθ alʔisbūʕi almāđī 
wa ʔiћālat nataʔijihi ʕalā alfawri ʔilā annāʔibi alʕām liyattaxið biʃaʔnihā mā yalzam min 
ʔijrāʔātin qānūniyyatin rādiʕatin wa qad talaqqaytu bilʔamsi attaqrīra alʔawwalla 
liltaʕdīlāti addistūruyyati ðāt alʔawlawiyya . (Hosni Mubarak: 10/2/2011)    
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�sل أ�pاث ا�s�xع ا_{i l و إ�o U_l}��t ¨�§l ا_saر إ_� ا_�l§¦  اFQFTUG@ت~�UtW ا�lm{oء OP@IQRSP  nZأ¤pرت 
 «Z�l~ ��z�c pg و Utراد U�osolg اءاتWqإ nZ م¬�V lZ lmoم _�}¯� ~�ـl�_ا�ول ا WVWz{_تاVWXSURG  ذات UVرs{xp_ا

��l�Z iرك: �)  .UVs_2011/ 10/2ا�و(  
Translation: 

I issue my orders to expedite the investigation concerning last week riots and to send the 
results of investigations to the attorney general in order for him to take the necessary 
measures and decisive legal actions.  Yesterday, I received the first report on 
constitutional amendments that have the first priority.    

The general metrical foot in Arabic (tafʕīlāt) of the words 'taʕlīmāt' which means instructions, 
'taћqīqāt' which means investigations, and 'taʕdīlāt' which means amendments illustrate the repetition of the 
morphological patterns which involve the consonants (t), the vowel (a), and the plural pattern (āt) between, 
before, and after the tri-lateral root consonants: 'ʕ l m, ћ q q, and ʕ d l'. 

Shunnaq (1993) points out that "gender, number, definiteness, and nisba suffix are patterns of 
morphological repetition forced by the system of Arabic" (page: 98).  Gender and number are compulsory 
categories in Arabic language system.  Number plays an extremely important role in Arabic grammar where it 
has three classifications: singular, dual, and plural.  Gender and number agreement in verbs, adjectives, pronouns, 
and demonstratives are controlled by nouns.  This creates different forms of morphological repetition patterns.  
Morphological repetition that could be created by number and gender in Arabic language system can be achieved 
mainly by adjective agreement where the adjectives agree in gender and number with the nouns they modify.  
The following two examples illustrate the point. 
Example No. (4): 

Wa ʕindahum ʔaʕđāʔ fī majlisi annuwābi, lībiyyīn murtaʃiyīn.   (Muammer Al-
Gaddafi: 22/2/2011) 

)W}�Z) .22/2  /2011 ا_�zاZQQ[QG ZQQ\P]= :ijو p�tھ± أl°tء ��Z ij» ا_�sاب,   
Translation: 

They have members of the Parliament among them what can be called venal Libyans. 
Example No. (5):  

Laqad Taraћtu ruʔyatan muћadadatan lilxurūji min alʔazmati arrāhinati wa litaћqīqi 
mā daʕā ʔilayhi aʃʃabābu wa almuwāTinūn. (Hosni Mubarak: 10/2/2011) 

 nZ وجW¯�_ دهpbZ UVرؤ ��Wط pz_^=اھ;^ ا`ز]Gرك:  اl�Z i��و _}lZ µ�zb دlt إ_�¨ ا_��lب و ا_{sاط�sن. (�
10/2 /2011(  

Translation: 
I offered a restricted vision to get out of the current crisis in order to accomplish what 
young people and citizens have called for. 

The masculine-plural morpheme (īn) in example (4) is repeated two times as a result of the number-
gender agreement between the masculine-plural modified noun 'lībiyīn' and the masculine-plural modifier 
(adjective) 'murtaʃiyīn'.  Moreover, Morphological parallelism in example (5) occurs through the use of the 
overt feminine indicator (ة) in the feminine singular noun 'alʔzmah', and the feminine singular adjective 
'arrāhinah'. 

Furthermore, Shunnaq introduces the repetition of the Arabic definite article al (the) as a separate form of 
pattern repetition.  It is far more used in Arabic discourse than in English to serve two functions: 
particularization and generalization.  This concept is clear in the following example. 
Example No. (6): 

ʔin almiSriyīn jamīʕan fī xandaqin waћidin alʔān wa ʕalaynā ʔan nuwāSilu alћiwāra 
alwaTanī allaðī badaʔāh birūћi alfarīqi wa laysa alfuraqāʔ wa baʕīdan ʕan alxilāfi wa 
altanāћuri kay natajāwaz bimiSr ʔazmatahā alrāhina wa lunuʕīda liʔiqtiSādina 
alθiqati fīhi wa limuwāTinīna alʔiTmiʔnān wa alʔamān wa liʃāriʕi almiSrī ћayātahu 
alyawmiyya alTabīʕiyya. (Hosni Mubarak: 10/2/2011) 

و _�»  اhW]iGا_�ي ~pأloه ~Wوح  اfGط;O اfTGارp�� ij l��}qق وا�p ا¶ن و l���t أن soا¤[  اZQW]dIGإن  
�j¨ و _{sاط���l  اFoG^و _���g� p}lYدlo  اG[اھ;^ l�{o iºوز ~{WY أزZ}lm اn@;UG[و  اVmGفو ~��pا nt  اk]iG@ء

2011/ 10/2.  (���l�Z iرك: اQSQ[sG^ اcl��^Q=fQG¨  اdIG[يو _��lرع  ا`=@نو  اqطpI;@ن  
Translation: 

All the Egyptians are in one ditch now.  We must continue our national dialogue that 
we have started in the spirit of one team, but not in the spirit of different parties away 
from frightening and clashes so as to take Egypt out of its current crisis and to regain 
trust to our economy and security and tranquility to our people, and to regain to the 
Egyptian street its normal daily activities.  

The definite article al (the) in the above example is used more than ten times to prefix common nouns 
such as 'almiSriyīn', 'alћiwār', 'alfarīq', 'alxilāf', and 'alʔiTmiʔnān', and to prefix adjectives such as 'almiSrī', 
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'alyawmiyyah', and 'alwaTTani'.  Pattern repetition also involves the repetition of the Nisba morphemes which 
are represented by the two suffixes (ī and iyya).  This form of repetition is clearly used in the following extract. 
Example No. (7): 

hāđā majidin lā tufarriT fīhi lībyā wa lā yufarriTu fīhi aʃʃaʕiba allībī wa lā alʔummata 
alʕarabiyya wa lā alʔumata alʔislāmiyya wa lā ʔfrīqyā wa lā ʔmrīkā allātiniyya. 
(Muammer Al-Gaddafi: 22/2/2011)  

 ¦�X�_ا ¨X�j طWXaV � و lX���_ ¨X�j طWac �  p�Z ھ�اO<[QRGا  UXZو � ا�^<Qt]SGا  UXZو � ا�^Q=V<uvو �  ا lX�zVWjو � أ
 l^VWZأ^Q;QPVGا:ijا�z_ا W}�Z)  .22/2 /2011 (  

Translation: 
This is the ultimate glory which cannot be abandoned by the republic of Libya, the 
Libyan people, the Arab nations, the Islamic nations, and the people of Africa and Latin 
America. 

In the above example, the two Nisba morphemes (ī and iyya) suffixed the noun 'allībī' and the adjectives 
'alʕarabiyya', 'alʔislāmiyya', and 'allātīniyya'.  The repetition of the two Nisba suffixes (ī and iyya) is familiar 
in Arabic political texts where the Arab leaders in their speeches try to portray a positive picture about their ego.  
They try to depict a positive image of themselves; they are very close to their people and loyal to their country 
and respect their nation, culture, and religion. 

It is clear from the above examples that phonological parallelism is embedded within morphological 
parallelism.  Abed-Roaf (2001) suggests that phonological parallelism is created by the repetition of the same 
sound either at the word final position which is called rhyme or assonance (sadjaʕ) in Arabic or at the word 
initial position that is known as alliteration (al jinas) in Arabic.  In example (6), alliteration which indicates the 
re-occurrence of the same sound at the beginning of words is created by the repetition of the definite article al 
(the) at the beginning of the words 'almiSriyīn, alћiwar, alwaTanī, alfuraqāʔ, alʔmān,…', whereas assonance, 
in example (5), which introduces the repetition of the same final sound is manifested via the use of the final 
feminine indicator (ة) in the nouns 'ruʔyah, alʔazmah, arrāhinah'. 

Word level repetition is classified by Al-Jubouri as the use of what he calls "word strings".  He observes 
that word repetition in Arabic language is not merely an ornamental device, but it has a crucial rhetorical 
function.  Al-Khafaji (2005) shared the same point of view when he states that repetition "can have didactic, 
playful, emotional, artistic, ritualistic, textual, and rhetorical functions" (page: 6).  Consequently, Word strings in 
the political speeches of the Ousted Arab Presidents are ideologically employed to reinforce and achieve 
different political strategies.  The following extract from the Libyan President's speech illustrates this point. 
Example No. (8): 

ʔiGtiSābu qiyādatan ʕaskariyyatan ʔw attamasuku bihā bidūni ћaq yuʕāqabu 
bilʔiʕdāmi kul man faʔala ðālika, ʔīstiʕmālu alquwwata đid sulTāti addawlati 
ʕuqūbatahu alʔiʕdām , ʔafʕālu attaxrībi wa annahibi wa attaqtīli yuʕāqabu 
bilʔiʕdām…, alћarabu alʔahliyyatu, yuʕāqabu bilʔiʕdāmi kul man yartakibu fiʕilan 
Gayatahu ʔiθāratu ћarbin ʔahliyyatan fi albilād.  (Muammer Al-Gaddafi: 22/2-2011)   

 ¦Xgl�V µX� ونpXX~ lXm~ �X��UVW^X أو ا_}{t دةlX�g بlXYاما«}X<zv@t  تl��XXx pX  ةsXz_ل اl{�{Xxا ,�X_ذ ]XX�j nXZ ]Xº
 ¨{~szt U_وp_اماXzvل اl�jأ,  ¦gl�V ]�{z{_و ا ¦m�_و ا ¦VW¯{_اماXzv@t ¦Xgl�V ,Uب ا�ھ��Wb_ام..., اX<zv@t  nXZ ]Xº

:ijا�z_ا W}�Z) .ا_��د ij Uب أھ��W� رةl¼إ ¨{Vl» ]�j ¦^cWV22/2 /2011(  
Translation: 

Usurping any military leadership and seizing it without any right will receive death 
penalty.  The use of force against the authorities of the state will receive death penalty 
punishment.  The acts of sabotage, vandalism, and killing will receive death penalty 
punishment....  People who agitate civil war in the country will receive death penalty 
punishment.     

The noun 'ʔiʕdām' which means execution is repeated more than fifteen times in Gaddafi's speech and 
four times in the above extract by repeating the two passive structures 'ʕuqubatahu alʔiʕdām and yuʕāqab 
bilʔiʕdām' to reinforce the speaker's strategies and ideologies of threat and warning.  Gaddafi threatens the 
Libyan protesters and demonstrators who demand democracy, economic reforms, and social justice that they will 
be treated as criminals, agents, and terrorists who deserve the punishment of execution.  Moreover, the purpose 
of using word strings is to legitimize Gaddafi's aggressive and violent nature in suppressing the peaceful Libyan 
protesters.           

Chunk repetition is defined by Al-Jobouri as parallelism or paraphrase construction. He divides 
parallelism which involves resemblance in grammatical structures and word order into two types: complete 
parallelism and incomplete parallelism.  Al-Jobouri's classification can be illustrated in the following two 
examples. 
Example No. (9): 

ʔinZurū lilībyā, lā turīdu alʕizza, lā turīdu almajida, lā turīdu attaћrīra, lā turīdu 
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aθθawrata. (Muammer Al-Gaddafi:22/2/2011) 
 ,l����_ واW|oاq XW]P HSGا ,q XW]P X}IGا ,q XW]P ]W]TUGا ,q XW]P رةfoGا :ijا�z_ا W}�Z) .22/2/2011(  

Translation: 
look at Libya, it doesn't want dignity, it doesn't want glory, it doesn't want liberation, and 
it doesn't want revolution.  

Example No. (10):  
nuwaSilu alʔiSGāʔa ʔilā maʃāGili aljāmīʕi wa nasʕā ʔilā muʕālajati alwađiʕyāti 
aljamāʕiyyati wa alfardiyyati.  (Zain Al-Abedeen Bin Ali: 10/1/2011) 

إ_� U�_l�Z ا_l�� sت ا_�{UX�tl و ا_WaدUXV. (زnXV ا_��S�?  :iX�t nX~ nVpX~lا¾¤½lء إ_� l�Z«[ ا_�{�u و  ?fا��
10 /1/2011(  

Translation: 
We continue listening to the concerns of all the people and we try to find solution to 
collective and individual problems. 

Complete parallelism which refers to the total correspondence between parallel structures is clear in 
example (9).  The four parallel structures: 'lā turīd alʕiz, lā tirīd almajid, lā turīd attaћrīr, and lā turīd 
aθθawrah' in example (9) above share the same word order and grammatical structure which include the 
negative particle lā (no), the present verb 'turīd' and the abstract nouns 'alʕiz', 'almajid', 'attaћrīr', and 
'aθθawrah' that function as the object of the transitive structure (particle + verb + noun).  Partial 
correspondence between parallel structures in example (10) is what Al-Jobouri calls incomplete parallelism.  It is 
introduced by the two present verbs 'nasʕā' that means try and 'nuwāSil' that means continue.  The other 
constituents in the two clauses vary in their syntactic constructions.   This variation is clearly manifested through 
the use of the transitive structure in the first clause (i.e. verb (nuwāSil) + noun (alʔiSGāʔ) + preposition phrase 
(ʔilā maʃāGil aljamīʕ)) and intransitive structure in the second clause (i.e. verb (nasʕā) + preposition phrase (ʔilā 
muʕālajat alwađʕiyāt aljamaʕiyya)). 

  Some types of repetition at the three levels introduced by Al-Jobouri has no function and it is not 
motivated.  It is what Enkvist (1978) called pseudo repetition.  Moreover, there is a contradiction between these 
speeches and the previous ones, since the ousted Arab presidents in these speeches introduce new concepts such 
as 'ʔamin, salāmah, and ʔiStiqrār' which were not part of their ideologies during their regimes for the last thirty 
or forty years in offices before these last speeches. 

              
Synonymy 
Synonymy is another sub-category of reiteration in Halliday and Hasan's framework of cohesion.  It is described 
by Abed-Raof (2001) as "words which signify the same meanings are synonyms.  Synonymy does not mean 
identical meaning between two words but the two words can be used in different contexts giving a similar 
meaning" (page: 50).  In this respect, Koch (1983) examines synonymy in terms of what she calls "lexical 
couplets".  She states that lexical couplet is a structure of the form A ᵡ B which meets the following criteria: 
1. is a coordinating conjunction, usually additive (and), but occasionally disjunctive (or). 
2. A and B are synonyms or near-synonyms.   
3. The structure AxB has a single referent; it is used to refer to a single object, action, or state, rather than to two 

temporally or logically discrete objects, actions, or states. (page: 51-52). 
 Koch claims that Arabic lexical couplets are classified into a number of groups including: modified-

modifier couplets, implicational couplets, hendiadic couplets, synonym couplets, and freezes based on the 
semantic relationship between the first and the second lexical items.  The following is an example of the first 
class of Arabic lexical couplets, modified-modifier couplet. 
Example No. (11): 

wa mā lan wa lam ʔaqbalahu ʔabadan ʔan ʔastamiʕa liʔimlāʔātin ʔajnabiyyatin taʔtī 
min alxāriji ʔayyan kāna maSdaruhā wa ʔayyan kānat  ðarāʔiʕuhā ʔaw 
mubarrirātuhā. (Hosni Mubarak: 10\2\2011) 

  �XXolº lXXVو أ lرھpXXYZ نlXXº lXXVرج أlXX¯_ا nXXZ icXXc UXX���qءات أ�XXZ¾ u}{XXxا أن اpXX~أ ¨XX��gأ ±XX_ و nXX_ lXXZ و@<<:Sأو ذرا� 
@:Pرك: =][راl�Z i���) .10\2\2011(  

Translation: 
I will never accept to listen to foreign dictations that come from outside whatever its 
pretext or its justification.  

In the above example, the lexical couplet 'ðarāʔiʕuhā ʔaw mubarrirātuhā' represents the modified-
modifier couplet where the second lexical item 'mubarrirātuhā' which means justifications modifies the first 
item 'ðarāʔiʕuhā' by restricting and specifying its meaning. Consequently, implicational couplet consists of 
couplets in which an implicational relationship exists between the first and the second lexical items.  This 
relation can go in either direction: the first term can lead to the second, or the second term leads to the first.  The 
following is an illustration. 
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Example No. (12): 
Alxawfu allaði ʔintāba alʔaGlabiyyata alkāsiћata min almiSriyīn wa ma sāwarahum 
min ʔinziʕājin wa qalaqin wa hawājisin ћawla mā sayaʔtī bihi alGad. (Hosni Mubarak: 
1\2\2011) 

�sXل X~ ic�Xx lXZ¨  ھ>fا�� و hRkا_¯sف ا_�ي اl{oب ا�«���U ا_^nZ Ubxl ا_{n�VWY و lx lZورھ± nZ اlt¬oج و 
��l�Z iرك: �) .p½_2011\2\1ا(   

Translation: 
The fear that haunted the vast majority of the Egyptians and what annoyed them and 
created their anxiety and apprehension is what the future will hold for them. 

A relationship of implication, in the above extract, occurs in the lexical couplet 'qalaq wa hawājis' where 
the first term 'qalaq' which indicates annoyance leads to the following item 'hawājis' which means anxiety.  
The third group in Koch's classification of Arabic lexical couplets, hendiadic couplet, consists of two terms that 
share some meaning aspect or element.   The following is an example of hendiadic couplet. 
Example No. (13): 

ʔana wa ʕabidu alfattāћ nuhājimu fī ʔiðāʕiti banGāzī kay nuʕlina minhā attaћrīra muʃ 
nuʕlina minhā alʔān annaksa wa alʕawda lilwarāʔi wa alxiziyya wa alʕār. (Muammer 
Al-Gaddafi: 22\2\2011)     

 اHmGيأlo و p�tا_l{aح ij ±qlmo إذاl½�~ Utزي lm�Z n��o iº ا_}lm�Z n��o ÁZ WVWb ا¶ن ا_�^�U و ا_�sدة _�sراء و 
  )W}�Z) .22\2\2011 ا_�zاij: اSG@ر و

Translation: 
Abdull Fattah and I attack from the broadcast of Banghazi to announce the liberation 
not to announce from it the defeat and retreating backward to degradation and disgrace.  

In the above example, the shared meaningful aspect of the two neighboring words in the lexical couplet 
'alxiziy wa alʕār' which can be translated as (degradation and disgrace) is the sense of shame and humiliation.  
The notion of synonymy is mainly introduced in the category of synonym couplet which involves a pair of 
synonymous terms.  Lyons (1981) classifies synonymy, based on the degree of similarity, into two types: 
absolute synonymy and near synonymy.  Both forms of synonymy can be seen in the following two extracts. 
Example No. (14): 

ʔajhiza ʕarabiyya lilʔasafi ʃaqīqah taGdurakum wa taxūnakum .(Muammer Al-
Gaddafi: 22\2\2011)  

 Uz�z� ÂxÃ_ U�~Wt ة¬mqر�9أX�P 9 و�?fmP  :ijا�z_ا W}�Z) .22\2\2011(  
Translation: 

I am sorry to say that some brothern Arab political systems have deceived and betrayed 
you.   

Near synonymy refers to words that are more or less similar, but not identical in meaning.  This is 
exhibited in the words 'taGdururakum wa taxūnakum'.  The two coordinated verbs 'taGdurakum' and 
'taxūnakum' in the synonymous couplet (taGdurakum wa taxūnakum) share the meaning of treachery; however, 
they do not have the exact meaning, whereas absolute synonymy which is employed in the example below 
presents the strongest form of semantic equivalence. 
Example No. (15): 

allaðī yurīdu alʕizza wa alkarāmata wa almajida, ʔuxrujū min biyūtakum. (Muammer 
Al-Gaddafi: 22\2\2011) 

 pVWV ةا_�يHSGا=^ و ا]�Gا  :ijا�z_ا W}�Z) .±^cs�~ nZ اsqWأ� ,p�}_2011\2\22و ا(  
 
Translation: 

Those who want honor, dignity, and glory must get out of their homes. 
In this example, the two terms 'alʕizzah' and 'alkarāmah' in the lexical couplet (alʕizzah wa alkarāmah) 

have the same meaning and function as absolute synonymy.  The final semantic couplet is what Koch called 
"freezes".  Freezes refer to words that have religious and ritual connotations.  The following is a good example. 
Example No. (16):  

ћamalatu alqurʔāni fī lībyā wa ʔaʔimmatu almasājidi allī yiʕrifū assunnata wa 
yiʕrifū alʔuSūla wa yiʕrifū assalafiyyata alћaqīqiyyata. (Muammer Al-Gaddafi: 
22\2\2011)   

^RIn آن]<FGا O<� @<Q[QG  و^<Iأ� X�@<�IGا  اsXjW�V iX�_ف اlX|�_ا^;<�Gا  .UX�z�zb_ا U�a�X�و sXjW�Vا ا�¤sXل و sXjW�Vا ا_
:ijا�z_ا W}�Z)22\2\2011(  

Translation: 
The holy Quran custodians in Libya, and the honest Mosque Imams (leaders) who 
know the true faith well and know the real fundamentalism.   

In the above example, words like 'Mosque, Quraan, Sunnah' in the frozen couplet (ћamalatu alqurʔāni 
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wa ʔaʔimmatu almasājidi) reflect some of the Islamic origins and indicates the religious use of certain 
synonymous words in restricted senses.   Most of the synonymous terms and lexical couplets used in the political 
speeches of the ousted Arab presidents during the Arab Spring Revolutions reflect the sense of peace and liberty 
and the meaning of growth and safety.  This introduces a contradictory picture of the reality of their homelands, 
and of their applied ideologies during their presidential regime. 

 
4.2.1.3 Hyponymy 

 Cruse (2002) defines hyponymy, a sub-group of lexical cohesion, as the relationship of meaning 
inclusion, where the meaning of one item is included in that of another.  Hyponymic relationship mainly 
involves a superordinate term which refers to a word with more inclusive or general meaning, and hyponyms are 
words with more specific or narrower meaning.  This relationship is depicted by the common formula "an A is a 
kind of B".  The following is an example.  
Example No. (17): 

ʔiʕTāʔu dafiʕin jadīdin lilʔiʕlāmi aljahawī bitaxSīSi masāћatin yawmiyyatin 
bittalfazah wa alʔiðāʕāti alwaTaniyyati likulli wilāyāti aljumhūriyyati wa 
alSSaћāfah. (Zain Al-Abedeen Bin Ali: 10\1\2011)  

 pVpq ujء  دl�tمإVz�G  U�ZsV U�l�Z Å�Y¯{~ يsm�_ةاHiRUG@t  تو@zذاvا ^<Q;طfGو  ا UXVرsm}�_ت اlXVو� ]X^_
^�@TdGا :i�t n~ nVp~l�_ا nV2011\1\10. (ز(  

Translation: 
Giving a new motivation to the regional media by allocating a space daily in television 
and in National Radio Broadcasts for every state of the Republic and Journalism.  

 In the above example, hyponymic relationship is achieved through the use of the words 'attalfazah', 
'alʔiðāʕāt  alwaTaniyya', and 'aSSaћāfah' that present different kinds of the superordinate term (ʔiʕlām).  The 
meaning of these hyponyms: television, radio, and journalism are contained in the superordinate term media.  In 
addition, Murphy (2003) points out that hyponymous relationship is slightly different from the meronymical one 
which describes part (meronymy) - whole (holonymy) relationship.  This distinction between the two 
hierarchical relationships, hyponymy and meronymy, is illustrated in the following examples. 
     Example No. (18) 

Kallaftu alћukūmata wa ʔittaSaltu bissayyidi alwazīri alʔawwali nablliʃ naqūmu 
bitaxfīđi fī ʔasʕāri almawādi wa almarāfiqi alʔasāsiyyati, assukkar, alћalīb, alxubiz, 
ʔilā Gayiri ðālik. (Zain Al-Abedeen Bin Ali: 13\1\2011).  

��p ا_sزWV ا�ول_l~ ��Ycو ا UZs^b_ا �a�º  رl�Xxأ iXj Æ�Xa¯{~ مsXzo Á��oادf<IGو ا h<ا�]IGا ^Q<u@u`ا ,]�<�Gا ,
�QRTGا ,H[mGا  :i�t n~ nVp~l�_ا nVذ_� (ز W�» �_2011\1\13إ(  

Translation: 
I have entrusted the government and called the first ministers to start decreasing the 
prices of commodities and basic facilities; sugar, milk, bread, etc. 

Example No. (19): 
ʔatawajjahu biћadīθi alyawma mubāʃaratan liʔabnāʔi aʃʃaʕibi bifallāћihi wa 
ʕummālihi, muslimīhi wa ʔaqbāTihi, ʃiyūxihi wa ʃabābih. (Hosni Mubarak: 
1\2\2011)   

�lX�Z i�Xرك: �>]@�tو  �>��fQ, أk]@ط>�و  =�>G@Iz ,�QIR>�و  QnVit>� اt` �S\G;@ءأÇVpb~ ¨qsc ا_�sم W�l�Zة �) .
1\2\2011(  

Translation: 
I direct my speech today towards the people of the nation, its farmers and labourers, 
Muslims and Christians,  young and old.  

The three hyponyms mentioned in example (18) above: sugar, milk, and bread are just included in the 
meaning of the superordinate terms 'almawādi wa almarāfiqi alʔasāsiyya' which indicate the essential 
substances of life, whereas meronyms in example (19): peasant, labourers, Muslims, Christians, young 
generations and old people are components of the whole Egyptian nation.  Kinds and parts are intensively 
mentioned in the speeches of the ousted Arab presidents to state their comprehensive knowledge of their homes 
and people, which, in fact, contradicts their political ideologies and strategies during the past years of their reign. 

  
Collocation 

Fakhouri (1995) defines collocation (Al MuSāћaba Al LafZiyya) as " a lexicological term used by 
linguists to refer to the habitual co-occurrence of individual lexical item" (page:8).   In addition, Abed-Raof 
(2001) describes the main lexical item in collocation as a "nodal item" and what collocates with this item as 
"collocational range".  The following is an example. 
Example No. (20): 

ʔinna ʔiqtināʕī θābitun lā yatazaʕzaʕu bimuwāSalati alʔiSlāћi assiyāsī wa alʔiqtiSādī 
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wa alʔijtimāʕī min ʔajili mujtamaʕin miSriyyin ћurin dīmuqrāTi. (Hosni Mubarak: 
28\1\2011)  

 U�¤اs}~ ع¬t¬{V � �~l¼ itl�{gحإن اV�vا Ou@Q�Gدي و ا@dUkqو ا Oz@<IU�qا  WX� يWXYZ uX}{�Z ]Xqأ nXZ
��l�Z iرك: � .iاطWz}V2011\1\28د(  

 
Translation: 

My conviction in the continuation of social, economic, and political reforms is firm and 
will not be shaked for the sake of a democratic, free Egyptian society.  

Collocation, in the above example, occurs in 'alʔiSlāћ assiyāsī wa alʔiqtiSādī wa alʔijtimāʕī', where the 
terms 'assiyāsī', 'alʔiqtiSādī', and 'alʔijtimāʕī' are habitually attached to the lexical item 'alʔiSlāћ' to introduce 
one particular referent.  Words in this collocation go side by side, and whenever one is mentioned the other 
comes to mind directly.  Moreover, the items 'assiyāsī, alʔiqtiSādī, and alʔijtimāʕī' can be considered as the 
collocational range of the nodal item 'alʔiSlāћ' which presents the essential meaningful item in the above 
mentioned collocation.  Collocational restrictions in Arabic and English have been addressed by many 
researchers who have stated that collocation is not simply a matter of association of ideas.   One of them is Nofal 
(2012),  who claims that "although collocation is very largely determined by meaning, it is sometimes 
idiosyncratic and cannot be easily predicted in terms of the meaning of the associated words" ( page:77).  In 
addition, Robins (1964), even though now dated, still valid, classified collocation semantically into two types: 
situational collocation and referential collocation.  These two types are evident in the following examples. 
Example No. (21): 

ʔantum fi assāћati alxađrāʔi tuqaddimūn alћaqīqata allatī tuћāwilu ʔajhizata alxiyāna 
wa alʕamāla wa annaðāla wa arrajʕiyya wa aljubina, tuћāwilu ʔan tuGaTīhā. 
(Muammer Al-Gaddafi: 22\2\2011)  

 ij ±{oأ^n@�Gا �mGول  [اءاlXbc ,n�X�_و ا UX��qW_و ا UX_و ا_��ا UX_l}�_و ا Uol�¯_ة ا¬mqول أlbc i{_ا Uz�zb_ن اsZpzc
 :ijا�z_ا W}�Z) .lm��½c 2011\2\22أن(  

Translation: 
You people in the Greenyard present the truth that the systems of treachery, agency, 
cowardness, and backwardness try to hide.  

Example No. (22): 
bādartu ʔila ћimāyatahum fi bidāyatihā ʔiћtirāman liћaqqihum fi attaZāhuri assilmī. 
(Hosni Mubarak: 28\1\2011) 

 ij ±mzb_ lZاW{ا� lm{Vاp~ ij ±m{Vl}� �_درت إl~]ھ@�UGا OIR�Gرك: اl�Z i���) .28\1\2011(  
 
Translation: 

I took the initiative to protect them at the beginning of the demonstrations, respecting 
their rights for peaceful demonstration. 

Situational collocation in example (21) occurs in the two related lexical items 'assaћa alxađrāʔ', where 
the meaning of the collocational range 'alxađrāʔ', which denotes the green colour, is not used to refer to the 
literal meaning of the lexical items but to the metaphorical connotation.  In such combination, the word 
'alxađrāʔ' has a figurative sense which is not found outside this limited context.  In example (22), referential 
collocation is reflected in the collocational pair 'attaZāhur assilmī' which means peaceful protest.  The 
meanings of the nodal term 'attaZāhur' and its range 'assilmī' refer to the actual action practiced during the 
Arab Spring revolutions.   Moreover, Al-Qasimi (1979), who investigated collocation from a syntactical aspect, 
argues that collocation in Arabic occurs in various types of syntactic configuration and they may have these 
collocation patterns: noun-adjective collocation, verb-preposition collocation, particle-preposition collocation, 
and nouns of genitive construct.  These types of collocation are clearly used in the following extract. 
Example No. (23): 

daʕwat nuwwābu aʃʃaʕibi wa ʔaʕđāʔu majlisi buʃāhīn wa alhayākilu almarkaziyyati fi 
alʔaћzābi assiyāsiyyati ʔila takθīfi ћuđūrahum lijihātihum wa ʔittiSālātihum 
addawriyyati bilmuwāTinīn lilʔiSGāʔi ʔilayyum wa alʔiћāTati bilћalāti allatī tuʕrađu 
ʕalayhum. (Zain al-Abedeen Bin Ali: 10\1\2011) 

إ_sX°� ÂX��^c �Xرھ±  اQ<u@Q�G^ ا`H<nابو أlX°tء lX�s~ «X��Zھ�n و ا_Xºl�m[ ا_{iXj UXV¬ºW  اf? �S<\Gابدstه 
 nاط��s}_l~ UVورp_ا ±mc�lYcو ا ±mclm�_ء@���G 9:QGإ  i{_ت ا�lb_l~ Uطl�¾ضو ا]SP 9:QRz nX~ nVpX~l�_ا nVز) .

 :i�t10\1\2011 (  
Translation: 

I called upon representatives of the people ( parliament members), Bo-shaheen council 
members and central configuration in political parties to concentrate their presence in 
their areas and to have periodic contacts with the citizens and to listen to them so as to 
become aware of the cases that are exposed to them.  
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The above extract reflects four types of collocation 'alʔaћzāb assiyāsiyya' 'nuwwāb aʃʃaʕib', 'alʔiSGāʔ 
ʔilayhum', and 'tuʕrađ ʕalayhum' respectively.  The noun 'alʔaћzāb' which presents the dominant word in the 
collocational pair 'alʔaћzāb assiyāsiyya' usually collocates with the adjective in its feminine form 'assiyāsiyya'.  
Moreover, the second incident 'nuwwāb aʃʃaʕib' introduces a very distinguished form of collocation in Arabic 
language which is called by Arabic grammarians "noun of possessive or genitive construction".  Possessive 
construction (alʔiđāfa) involves two associated nouns, the first noun (almuđāf) has neither article nor nunation 
(tanwīn) such as 'nuwwāb'.   The second noun (muđāf ʔilayhi) has a genitive case ending (i) such as 'aʃʃaʕibi'.  
In addition, the collocational pairs 'alʔiSGāʔ ʔilayyhum' and 'tuʕrađ ʕalayhum' consists of particle 'alʔiSGāʔ' 
and the present passive verb 'tuʕrađ' followed by a grammatical unit, typically prepositions 'ʕala' and 'ʔila'.  
 

In conclusion a complete analysis of the salient linguistic features was conducted on the speeches of the 
ousted Arab presidents.  The first lexical feature is repetition which was divided into three types.  The second 
type of lexical relation is synonymy which is divided into two types: complete-synonymy and near-synonymy or 
lexical couplets based on Koch's (1983) framework.  The final category of lexical relation is collocation.     
 
Conclusion 
This study has investigated the salient linguistic features and has highlighted some pragmatic features of the 
political speeches of the ousted Arab presidents during the Arab Spring Revolution.  Following the Discourse 
Analysis approach, the analysis of these speeches is conducted using Halliday and Hasan's (1976) lexical 
cohesion framework.   

In the case of lexical cohesion, the four categories: repetition, synonymy, hyponymy, and collocation 
were investigated.  It is clear that repetition, based on Al-Jubouri's (1984) investigation, was observed at the 
three levels: morphological level, word level, and junk level.  The study has revealed that the two forms of 
repetition: word strings and parallel structures are deliberately employed in these speeches to reinforce and 
achieve different political strategies and ideologies such as the strategy of threatening the civil protesters.  These 
strategies are peculiar to these speeches.  On the other hand, the study shows that some types of repetition used 
in these speeches especially the two types of morphological repetition; pattern and root repetition are pseudo 
repetition, since they have no function and they are not motivated.  The reason for this could be that redundancy 
in Arabic, in which some rhetorical features such as morphological repetition are automatically used without the 
choice of the language producer.  The second type of lexical cohesion, synonymy, has been introduced in terms 
of what Koch (1983) calls "lexical couplets".   Five lexical couplets are respectively explored in this study and 
they are: modified-modifier couplets, implicational couplets, hendiadic couplets, synonym couplets, and freezes.  
The study has demonstrated that most of the synonymous terms and lexical couplets used in these speeches 
reflect the sense of peace and liberty and the meaning of growth and safety.  These senses portray a positive 
picture of the presidents' ego that introduces a contradictory image of the reality of their homelands.  The final 
lexical type, collocation, is explored in this study and was divided semantically into two types: situational 
collocation and referential collocation, and syntactically it was classified into four forms: noun-adjective 
collocation, verb-preposition collocation, particle-preposition collocation, and noun of genitive construct.  It is 
evident in this investigation that collocation is idiosyncratic and cannot be predicted easily in terms of the 
meaning of the associated words.  

  
Recommendations 
The aim of this study is to investigate the salient linguistic features of the political speeches of the ousted Arab 
presidents, Hosni Mubarak, Muammer Al-Gaddafi, and Zain Al-Abedeen Bin Ali, during the Arab Spring 
Revolution.  This investigation has mainly explored only the lexical category of cohesion including: repetition, 
synonymy, hyponymy, and collocation, whereas the second category of cohesion, grammatical cohesion, 
involving: references, ellipsis, conjunctions, and substitution were not explored.  Therefore, those linguistic 
features might be potential areas of investigation in the future.   It is also recommended that other researchers 
could have a study on the effect of translation on the status of these linguistic devices in discourse.   
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